Wuhan Training
Wuhan, December 2009

- Professors Liu Jianming and Hu Minfei
  - Zhejiang Gongshang University
- Professors Xu Shenjian and Dong Jingbo
  - China University of Political Science and Law
- Professor Li Ao
  - Wuhan University Law School and CCCLE
- Professor Elliott Milstein
  - American University, Washington College of Law
- Professor Jay Pottenger
  - Yale Law School
- Professors Brian Landsberg and Dorothy Landsberg
  - University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law
- Ly Lee, Phyllis Chang and Wang Yongmei
  - University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law and China Law Development
Participating law schools

- Central China University of Science and Technology (CCUST)
- North University of Nationalities (NUN)
- Southwestern University of Finance and Economics (SWUFE)
- Southwest University of Science and Technology (SWUST)
- Wuhan University
Guests

• South Central University of Finance and Political Science and Law
• Dean Larry Hellman, Oklahoma City Law School
• Professor Frank Bloch, Vanderbilt University Law School, Consultant to the program
Interpreters

- Yu Lei
- Du Biyu
- Gao Ping
- Zeng Ashan
Program Design

- Train the trainers to teach lawyering skills
- Learn by doing
- Participants learn how to develop teaching plans
Program sponsor

- United States Agency for International Development
  - Rule of Law grant
This Training

• One week, followed by additional training this summer
• Introduction to clinical and simulation objectives and methods
• Taught largely by Chinese Professors who have completed our training program
• Tailored to Chinese needs
Core Concept of Experiential Learning

- I hear and I forget; I see and I remember; I do and I understand.
- Law students learn best by doing, in the role of a lawyer
关系

1. 传统
2. 律师技巧（模拟）
3. 诊所
诊所课程
律师技巧课程
传统课程
Ultimate objective

• Capacity building by
  – Enabling participant law schools to strengthen their programs
  – Creating a cadre of professors with expertise in experiential education
  – Encouraging interaction by other Chinese and U.S. law schools interested in experiential education
Ultimate objective

• A growing number of Chinese lawyers and judges with essential skills that will promote the rule of law.